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W
hen pitching startups, men and women tend to have very dif-
ferent experiences in being evaluated for funding.1 Consider 
these questions that a venture capital investor might pose to 
aspiring business owners:

To a male entrepreneur: “Tell us about your vision for this venture.”
To a female entrepreneur: “Tell us about your track record for this type of venture.”

Research shows that men are more likely 

to receive promotion-focused (risk-loving) 

questions from investors; for women,  

prevention-focused (risk-averse) inquiries 

are the norm.2 Investors also tend to disfavor 

stereotypically female behaviors, such as 

being soft-spoken and nurturing (versus 

bold and assertive), whether those behav-

iors are exhibited by men or women.3 But 

even when ventures are pitched in the same 

way, investors significantly prefer pitches 

made by men over those made by women.4

One possible explanation for these  

biases is the so-called cupcake stigma — the 

perception of women as less serious in 

their business ventures than the typical 

male entrepreneur.5 This stigma is rein-

forced by venture capital funding decisions, 

which are made mostly by men and thus 

based primarily on heuristics derived by 

men. Indeed, less than 10% of decision 

makers at VC firms are women and 74% of 

U.S. VC firms have no female investors.6 

Despite evidence that suggests companies 
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with female owners and leaders tend to outperform 

male-owned startups,7 the opportunities for female 

founders during the past decade have expanded from 

1% to only 2.2% of VC funding.8 This scarcity of 

women in tech is exacerbated by perceptual biases  

related to gendered social norms and by the persis-

tent structural challenges women face in fields related 

to science, technology, engineering, and math.

Some VC firms are starting to pay attention to 

how bias can affect funding decisions. After all, bias 

can have real negative financial consequences. For 

example, the typical small group of established 

funds — which share the same well-known fund 

managers (estimated by some as 99% male VCs9) — 

actually underperform newer funds, smaller funds, 

and women-led companies. Therefore, an inves-

tor’s hesitation to step outside his comfort zone 

(known as “familiarity bias”) can lead to subopti-

mal portfolios and a greater risk of losses. As the 

firm Venture Science acknowledges, “Cognitive bi-

ases are toxic when it comes to making investment 

decisions.”10

In an attempt to keep their biases in check, VC 

firms are embracing algorithms, artificial intelli-

gence, predictive analytics, and other quantitative, 

data-driven approaches to making funding deci-

sions. The popular press has heralded the potential 

of these de-biasing tools, but their effectiveness so 

far remains an open question.11 

So we have set out to explore whether data-

driven technologies really do help to level the VC 

playing field for female entrepreneurs. As part of 

that effort, we are examining the extent to which 

bias is shaping investment decisions and VC inves-

tors’ perceptions of bias in their own decisions and 

in the industry at large. 

On the basis of our emerging findings, we de-

scribe below how biases (related to gender and other 

demographic factors) tend to creep into VC decision-

making, some of the data-driven approaches to 

tease out those biases, and how algorithmic meth-

ods can help to offset them. We also offer concrete 

recommendations that VC firms can use to mitigate 

bias in the profiling of entrepreneurs who seek capi-

tal for startups. Our goal: to help VC firms make less 

biased, more quantitative investment decisions that 

serve both the firms themselves and the entrepre-

neurs who need their funding.

How Investors Size Up  
Their Prospects
Early-stage investors often lack quantifiable data and 

therefore face great uncertainty in deciding which 

entrepreneurial ventures to fund.12 For that reason, 

many VC firms rely on cues from the founder that 

might predict future success. That’s when bias can 

insinuate itself into decision-making.

Fit and likability. Perceived “fit” was a criterion 

weighted heavily by the investors we interviewed. 

For example, one venture capitalist discussed in-

vesting in a company whose two millennial female 

founders sought to market their product to millen-

nial women. “It’s clear that the company should be 

built by them,” the investor said. “Had it been two 

dudes from Stanford who were 22 years old, we 

probably would be like … [there is] no founder-

market fit.” The assumption was that the gender 

and age of the entrepreneurs had to match those of 

the startup’s target customers.

It’s easy to imagine how apprehension about 

gender incongruity between aspiring entrepre-

neurs and target customers could blind a VC firm 

to other aspects of fit. The entrepreneurs might 

possess, for example, a core commitment to a social 

cause that potential customers also value. Let’s say 

that women who are environmental activists want 

to launch a company that makes men’s products 

from recyclable materials. Establishing fit (and 

overriding investors’ assumptions about gender) 

would take some work. The founders would need 

to emphasize the “values” connection with custom-

ers in their pitch. Indeed, research has shown that 

social impact framing — or telling the startup’s 

story in a way that highlights social or environmen-

tal benefits — can lessen the perceived threat of 

gender incongruity in VC funding decisions.13 

Perceived fit, whether merited or stemming 

from bias, is often tallied on a CEO scorecard, a 

simple data-driven tool that many of our inter-

viewees favor. So are entrepreneurs’ “likability” and 

“passion.” All subjective judgments are converted 

into quantitative measures. 

One venture capitalist acknowledged that she 

made the bulk of her funding decisions based on 

whether she expected to enjoy being “in a relation-

ship with these people” for years. Another admitted 

that venture deals are not always made with a strict 

Over roughly two months, 
the authors interviewed 
seven venture capital in-

vestors (four women, three 
men) in a range of roles — 
most of them involved in 
seed-stage and Series A 

funding decisions — from 
six small to midsize firms. 

They then analyzed 10 VC 
firms’ use of data-driven 
decision-making tools,  

including scripts for  
mathematical calculations 

and evidence-based  
forecasting formulas.

The authors also  
reviewed the literature on 
decision-making, cognitive 

biases, and algorithms.
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business calculus: “I’m not going to invest in the 

business if I don’t feel like I want to spend the next 

seven to 10 years working on it.”

Although some of our interviewees acknowl-

edged that interpersonal connection is vulnerable to 

bias (“touchy, feely, fuzzy stuff that’s hard to quan-

tify,” as one put it), all emphasized that how much 

they liked the founder could predict future business 

success in a useful way. One told us, “Some found-

ers, you talk to them and everyone says, ‘This is an 

amazing person, and I want to work with them.’ 

When people have that quality, they tend to be more 

successful with their company.” 

Overreliance on gut instinct. Being thesis-

driven (VC-speak for having a clearly defined area 

of investment focus), incorporating data and CEO 

scorecards, forging consensus, and relying on gut 

instinct all were decision-making approaches used 

by venture capitalists in our sample. A common 

goal was “balancing intuition with data.” Investors 

reported that both are essential. 

This combination of data analysis and pattern 

recognition, derived in large part from founders’ 

past successes and failures, cognitively and emotion-

ally reframes risk around investment decisions.14 

Gut feelings are akin to, as one investor described it, 

“a smart algorithm [an experienced VC] has built up 

over time of monitoring human behavior. … Some 

investors are good at reading people, and that’s their 

superpower.” Gut-level decision-making, according 

to the folks in our sample, “lets you go outside of the 

rules,” “allows you to be faster,” and “keeps investors 

from overthinking deals,” what one researcher calls 

analysis paralysis.15 

All of the investors we spoke with comple-

mented hard data with gut feelings to some extent, 

but not all acknowledged that bias can color how 

they interpret a founder’s interpersonal signals. 

Decision makers who lack that awareness may trust 

their gut too much, leaving themselves even more 

susceptible to flawed judgment. For example, their 

perceptions can be readily skewed by gender stereo-

types: Without realizing it, investors might be 

drawn to competent, passionate male entrepre-

neurs but put off by women who exhibit the same 

levels of competence and passion.16

Some investors were more attuned to this risk than 

others. One interviewee, a South Asian woman, 

expressed a keen desire to mitigate it: “I worry that a lot 

of the gut feeling or pattern recognition that we talk 

about could just be prejudice. And it could be that 

there are no prominent, unicorn, leading black women 

founders — and therefore the pattern doesn’t match if 

a black woman founder pitches you. I have gut feelings, 

and I want to try to dig into my brain and figure out 

where they came from.” Others sounded a bit more  

resigned. One observed, “There’s a lot of bias in the sys-

tem because of [gut decision-making]. It’s unfortunate, 

because there are founders from all kinds of back-

grounds that could be successful, but they don’t get the 

shot they deserve.” Even so, another remarked, “Only 

in VC do people proudly say, ‘I get a gut feeling on 

someone.’ More often than not, that’s as likely to 

mislead you as it is to get you to the right answer.” 

Passively wishing for diverse candidates. Many 

of our interviewees lamented the lack of female- 

and minority-led businesses in which VC firms can 

invest. One remarked, “We get so few female found-

ers. … A lot of that has to do with the pipeline 

coming through — so few are women.” 

Some investors mentioned trying to diversify the 

pool of prospective entrepreneurs by looking out-

side their own networks for startups to fund. Most, 

however, did not describe actively seeking out new 

prospects. Their ideas focused primarily on miti-

gating the bias that creeps into decision-making 

processes, given the existing pool of candidates. 

Suggestions included making feelings more  

Investors’ perceptions can  
be readily skewed by gender  
stereotypes. Without realizing  
it, decision makers might be 
drawn to competent, passionate 
male entrepreneurs but put off  
by women who exhibit the same 
levels of competence and passion.
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objective by writing them down, adding diverse  

decision makers to their firms, and standardizing  

investment screenings — all useful methods, but still 

constrained to sizing up the usual suspects.

Current Data-Driven Approaches
Our sample of investors recognized that one poten-

tial way out of the bias morass was to seek objective 

data when they find it lacking. One said, “The more 

data-driven I can be, the happier I am.” Acquiring 

and then using good data was widely seen as a 

means toward making better, fairer decisions about 

which ventures to fund.

Outside the startup world, algorithms guide a 

substantial portion of the decisions we make —  

in retail, media consumption, hiring and job seek-

ing, even dating. VC firms have begun to use 

algorithms to scout for potential investments,17 

screen ventures for viability,18 and now reduce bias 

in decision-making. 

EQT Ventures, a Stockholm-based VC firm, has 

created an AI machine-learning tool called 

Motherbrain that tracks roughly 8 million startups 

and flags those that have promise.19 A U.S. firm, 

Correlation Ventures, has compiled a massive pro-

prietary database that uses predictive analytics to 

inform investment decisions.20

For later-stage investments in startups that  

already have users, global VC firm Follow[the]Seed 

relies on its RavingFans algorithm, which uses  

reverse problem-solving to identify pain points  

and solutions and to assess “customer obsessions.” 

Then, on the basis of these inputs, the firm decides 

whether to invest in a venture. According to partner 

Eliav Alaluf, the algorithm “is interested in the  

potential … not in the hair color, gender, religion, 

and CV design of their founders.”21 

Beyond enhancing efficiency, algorithmic aids  

can help investors become aware of, and potentially 

overcome, biases in decision-making.22 For example, 

Venture Science uses a quantitative investment  

strategy that incorporates AI and decision theory  

to compute the risk associated with a variety of  

decision-making categories — from vision and team 

completeness to geographic proximity to tech centers 

to market size and sales funnels.23 A team of the firm’s 

analysts identifies decision-making parameters and 

weights each one according to its importance. Then a 

numerical value, qualitative scale, or utility function 

is assigned to a given parameter in order to yield an 

overall framework. Once this framework is estab-

lished by the team, individual members make 

independent assessments of each criterion. Their 

aims are to avoid biases that often arise in group  

decision-making (such as anchoring or the avail-

ability heuristic) and to “illuminate controversy”  

by making people conscious of their assumptions, 

facilitating debate, and fostering compromise.

Social Capital, a firm that invests in entrepre-

neurs at all stages, has pushed to prioritize data in 

the VC process in order to actively work against 

bias. Through the company’s online platform, 

founders self-select for funding consideration and 

submit their transaction data to an “automated  

diligence engine” (called Capital as Service) that 

can output funding decisions in a matter of hours. 

The firm’s efforts have yielded a much-higher-

than-typical ratio of underrepresented founders: 

Of the startups selected for funding, 42% were 

owned by women, more than half the founders 

were nonwhite, and they represented 12 countries. 

Other non-VC organizations in the entrepre-

neurial ecosystem are also using data-driven 

approaches to narrow the gender gap in funding of 

entrepreneurs. The nonprofit Female Founders 

Faster Forward (F4) Capital is using data analytics 

as it aims for its goal of getting 20% of VC funding 

to female-founded startups by 2020.24 F4 Capital is 

Our sample of investors  
recognized that one potential  
way out of the bias morass was  
to seek objective data when they 
find it lacking. One said, “The 
more data-driven I can be, the 
happier I am.”
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in the process of developing the Startup Investment 

Model Index, which would give founders an objec-

tive score measuring startup maturity, opportunity, 

and risk to help focus VC funding.

Alice — an AI platform created in partnership 

with Dell, accelerator Circular Board, and software 

company Pivotal — was designed to help connect 

female and minority entrepreneurs with necessary 

resources to scale their startups. Dubbed the “Siri 

for female entrepreneurs,” Alice was built on the 

success of another platform its founders created: 

Circular Board. A virtual accelerator, Circular 

Board served almost 300 female entrepreneurs on 

six continents, who collectively raised more than 

$65 million for their ventures.25

These examples seem like promising applications 

of data-driven decision-making, but in some cases it 

is still unclear to what extent they have actually en-

abled investors to limit biases in the decision-making 

process. As VC firms and researchers figure out how 

to measure these new tools’ concrete effects, it is cru-

cial to develop a nuanced understanding of the key 

challenges and opportunities that algorithm-based 

decision-making presents in a VC context. 

Algorithmic Decisions:  
The Challenges 
Research on algorithm-based decisions across various 

disciplines suggests they could substantially narrow 

the gender gap in VC funding, in part by making deci-

sion processes more transparent and reducing the bias 

that creeps into the process. The literature specifically 

shows that compared with humans, algorithms are 

typically less biased and more accurate.26

Still, algorithm aversion — people’s reluctance to 

trust and use algorithms for making decisions — is a 

real problem. Even though (on average) they outper-

form humans, when algorithms make mistakes, 

people lose confidence in them more quickly than 

they do in humans who err.27 That’s largely because 

folks falsely assume that human decision makers im-

prove with experience and that algorithms cannot 

incorporate qualitative data.28

Some people also believe that algorithms are de-

humanizing or, for some important decisions, 

ethically inappropriate.29 Multiple experiments 

have shown that algorithmic decisions are per-

ceived as less fair than human decisions when the 

content is evaluative and people-related.30 This 

phenomenon is driven, according to the research, 

by the belief that algorithms can’t make holistic  

decisions about humans because they reduce a 

complex individual to a mere set of numbers. 

In a VC context, algorithm aversion surfaces when 

investors assume that human decision makers are bet-

ter at identifying team dynamics and unearthing 

information through personal connections with 

founder teams.31 One of our interviewees noted, “It 

doesn’t take long for me to realize if there are issues be-

tween the founders, little things they do and say. I’ve 

had entrepreneurs bark at each other and forget I’m sit-

ting there. Those things eventually come out.” Investors 

value such interpersonal cues heavily, for better (such as 

when they portend good relationship potential) or 

worse (when they perpetuate gender bias) — cues that 

might be difficult for an algorithm to incorporate.

Scholars have theorized that people’s aversion to 

algorithms stems from intolerance for algorithmic 

error.32 But researchers have found that giving peo-

ple control, even just a bit, over the algorithms they 

use reduces algorithm aversion — specifically, that 

people were more likely to use imperfect algorithms 

for forecasting when they could modify them.33

Recommendation: Enable decision makers to 

exert some control over the algorithmic decision 

process. One way to give VC investors control over  

a mostly algorithmic approach might be to 

In a VC context, algorithm  
aversion surfaces when investors 
assume that human decision 
makers are better at identifying 
team dynamics and unearthing
information through personal 
connections with founder teams.
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complement it with a tool such as the CEO score-

cards mentioned by our interviewees. The CEO 

scores would be numeric values for subjective quali-

ties such as perceived passion, how well founder 

teams get along, and commitment to the problem. 

Such inputs might help investors feel more in control 

and, therefore, more likely to trust model outputs.

Recommendation: Give investors the chance to 

embrace algorithmic advice during the decision-

making process. Recent experimental evidence 

highlights people’s preference for algorithmic advice, 

which guides decision-making but leaves it to hu-

mans to make final judgment calls. Such feedback 

might be conceived as “something to consider as 

you’re weighing your options” rather than “a choice 

you should or must make” — a gentler concept to 

make algorithmic models more palatable to people 

who are skeptical of them.

Research also suggests that when making quanti-

tative decisions, laypeople are actually more likely to 

adhere to advice from algorithms than from an ex-

ternal adviser’s estimates, whereas experts are more 

likely than laypeople to be averse to feedback from 

algorithms.34 Experts may resist using algorithmic 

advice out of fear that their jobs will become obsolete. 

After all, algorithms provide instant, inexpensive 

forecasts. Framing what algorithms offer as a com-

plement to, rather than a replacement for, expertise 

can help to assuage such fears.

Algorithmic Decisions:  
The Opportunities
Despite the challenges that algorithms present, most 

notably in gaining people’s acceptance, clear suc-

cesses have been achieved in a wide range of settings 

beyond the startup world. In the mortgage-lending 

industry, for example, automated underwriting  

algorithms have predicted defaults more accurately 

than have manual underwriters, allowing home-

buyers from traditionally marginalized groups to 

successfully qualify for mortgages.35 Similarly, in a  

recent study, when a software company used algo-

rithms for decision-making in hiring, algorithms 

were more likely than human decision makers  

to avoid bias against women and people of color,  

actually favoring those candidates.36

Decisions about which startups show the great-

est promise can also benefit from such approaches. 

Even when algorithms incorporate historical data, 

they have the potential to reduce (though not elim-

inate) bias and give underrepresented groups a 

fairer shake.

Recommendation: Develop algorithms to  

increase transparency and identify potential  

instances of discrimination. Despite their seeming 

opaqueness, algorithms have the potential to in-

crease transparency by formally identifying and 

weighting the unconscious factors that constitute 

gut instinct. That assistance can help investors  

develop a fairer, more consistent, approach to 

decision-making.

Researchers argue, in a working paper from the 

National Bureau of Economic Research, that 

human decision-making is fraught with ambiguity 

and that algorithms, designed with appropriate 

safeguards, can allow people to weigh trade-offs 

among competing values, closely interrogate the 

entire decision process, and determine whether 

and when discrimination has occurred.37

This is not to say that algorithms automatically 

yield full transparency. Take, for example, Follow[the]

Seed’s analysis of more than 200 data points —  

provided by founders — to determine how “ob-

sessed” users are with a product or service before 

deciding whether to fund the venture. The algorithm 

focuses on three primary data categories: a critical 

mass of users, continuous growth in number of 

Sharing data on how algorithmic
decision-making has affected 
performance is a way to impose 
accountability. It’s an opportunity 
to identify and fix problems in  
a transparent fashion, so that 
future uses of the algorithm  
may offer more value.
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users, and higher-than-average retention rates  

compared with the industry standard. Although  

the algorithm is described on the Follow[the]Seed 

website, it does not clarify, for instance, exactly how  

a RavingFans value is assigned and how founder  

data is fact-checked.

Recommendation: Release the data on perfor-

mance impact. Some of our understanding of 

algorithms’ usefulness is based on VC self-reporting. 

For example, one of Social Capital’s investing  

partners said that an early experiment using its data-

driven approach “resulted in a much higher ratio of 

underrepresented founders, evidence that the tradi-

tional VC process is perpetuating bias.”38 But as we 

all know, self-reporting can be unreliable; when we 

want to see success, we’re likely to find some sem-

blance of it. Sharing the data on how algorithmic 

decision-making has affected performance out-

comes that matter to stakeholders imposes some 

accountability. It’s an opportunity to identify and fix 

problems in a transparent fashion, so that future 

uses of the algorithm may offer more value.

Algorithm-based decision-making, for all its 

advantages, does not eradicate bias and subjectivity 

because, after all, algorithms are human creations. 

Researchers and other experts have begun to tackle 

this problem by explicitly countering biases in 

training data sets, enhancing transparency during 

the design phase, and calling for more auditing be-

fore deploying algorithms.39 However, in the VC 

domain, there is not yet systematic, empirical re-

search on addressing algorithmic bias against 

minority founders, including women. Conducting 

that research represents the next frontier of oppor-

tunity in limiting bias in VC funding.

THE OPTIMAL BALANCE between human and al-

gorithm remains elusive: Both have flaws, but each 

is crucial for making decisions that are more effec-

tive and less prone to discrimination against women 

and other underrepresented groups. In the VC do-

main, algorithmic decision-making is still in its 

infancy, but studies conducted so far have raised 

crucial guiding questions:

•  Can algorithms become flexible and adaptive 

enough to account for rapid changes in technology, 

customer demographics, project pipelines, and VC 

interests?

•  How can algorithms, given their imperfections, 

best enable transparency in VC funding decisions?

•  What are the most useful ways for human decision 

makers to complement algorithm-based decisions 

— and, specifically, how should such partnerships 

be structured?

Carefully answering these questions through  

research on — and input from — a diverse array of 

individuals and firms across the VC ecosystem is 

clearly an investment worth making. 
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